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What project-based 
learning?

“Project-based learning” refers to students 
designing, planning, and carrying out an 
extended project that produces a publicly-
exhibited output such as a product, 
publication, or presentation. 



Doing Project vs. Project 
Based Learning



Write your questions about 
PBL

• Ask as many questions as you can. 

• Do not stop to discuss, judge, or answer 
question. 

• Write down every question exactly as it is 
stated. 

• Change any statement into a question.



Write your questions about 
PBL

• design and plan 

• align to standards 

• build the culture 

• manage activities 

• scaffold student learning 

• assess student learning 

• engage and coach



Essential Project Design 
Elements

• Key Knowledge, Understanding, & Success Skills 

• Sustained Inquiry 

• Challenge Problem Or Question 

• Authenticity 

• Student Voice & Choice 

• Reflection 

• Critique & Revision 

• Public Product



Key Knowledge, Understanding, 
& Success Skills



Challenge Problem Or 
Question

• How do we young children eat healthily in this 
modern fast food era?



SUSTAINED INQUIRY



AUTHENTICITY



Student Voice & Choice



STUDENT VOICE



Reflection



Critique & Revision





Public Product



Essential Elements Poster



8 Essentials Keywords

1.Key knowledge, 

understanding and 

success skills

focused, derive from standards, critical thinking, problem 

solving, collaboration, self-management 

2.Challenging 

Problem or Question

age appropriate, open ended, understandable and inspiring to 

students, aligned with learning goals 

3.Sustained Inquiry sustained over time and academically rigorous

4.Authenticity real-world tasks, makes a real impact, speaks to students’ 

personal concerns, interests

5.Voice & Choice questions asked, texts and resources used, people to work 

with, products to be created, use of time, organization of 

tasks6.Reflection thoughtful, comprehensive reflection, during the project and 

after its culmination

7.Critique & 

Revision

regular and structured opportunities for feedback, peers and 

teachers and others, revise and improve 

8.Public Product publicly explain the reasoning, choices they made, their 

inquiry process, how they worked, what they learned, etc.



Experience PBL-Writing a 
Driving Question

• Engaging for students 

• Open-Ended 

• Aligned with Learning Goals



Driving Question Tubric





Examples

• How can we, as tour guides, plan a tour to 
show visitors what to see and do in our city? 

• How do we young children eat healthily in 
this modern fast food era?



Driving Question Criteria

• Engaging for students 

• Open-Ended 

• Aligned with Learning Goals



Essential Project Design 
Elements Checklist

Does the project meet these criteria?


